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A b s t r a c t
Exceptions historically derive from a single-threaded, imperative model of
computation.  Rather than including tests for the success of subsidiary
operations at every procedure level using if-then-else's, it was deemed
simpler to describe problems only where they arise and where they are
dealt with.  The catch-throw style was transferred to C++ (and then Java),
and also grafted onto the I/O structures of declarative languages such as
Prolog and Haskell.  However, the evolution from object-oriented to event-
oriented programming and the blending of this with a declarative base has
led to a rather different view of computation, one which raises new
questions about the relationships among events, exceptions and interrupts.
This paper looks at some of these.
1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
Exception-handling originated as an extension of the idea that
programmers should not have to know everything about the machine they
were writing programs for, to the extent of having to write code to deal
with every possible contingency all the time.  For instance, a division
operation with 0 as its denominator can lead to a floating point overflow;
one option might be that a programmer would always have to verify the
denominator being non-zero before any division.  However, this is not an
ideal solution.  One problem is that the way such an error should be dealt
with is generally very similar across most occurrences, so that a lot of code
would be duplicated over and over again.  Even if the code were
encapsulated in a procedure, the sheer number of calls would get in the
way, the nature of the algorithm being programmed would be obscured,
and the code would be much harder to read.  The question of levels of
abstraction comes into play as well; for example, if an error occurs when
reading a block from a disk, an ordinary applications programmer should
not need to know how many retries should be attempted before giving up.
Finally, the program causing the error is often running within a
particular environment, and it is seldom desirable that the environment
fail with the faulty program.  So, a protective envelope ought to be added to
protect the system from applications within it.  The questions are where it
should be, what it should look like, and who should see it when.
High-level (as opposed to low-level) languages were designed to contain
exceptions for two reasons.  On the one hand, applications programmers
wanted to be able to control certain kinds of errors for themselves, or  to
decide what should happen when particular special conditions arose.  On
the other hand, as systems began to be written in higher-level languages,
the people developing those systems wanted mechanisms within those
languages for describing what should be done when.  The current
commercial state-of-the-art represented by object-oriented languages like
C++ and Java uses a catch-throw semantics in which methods containing
method calls define a dynamic hierarchy; if an exception is thrown at a
given level, it is passed up the hierarchy until it is caught by an
4appropriate handler.  This is not very different from functional languages,
in which functions containing function calls define the hierarchy, or
relational languages, in which relations containing relation calls do the
same.  Unfortunately, such an approach is inherently non-concurrent in
the sense that the caller is assumed to be passive when its children are
busy; the "passing up" or "raising" is more or less understood as the
transfer of a thread of control, or strictness with respect to error values.  It
is possible to have different threads containing the exception catcher and a
given thrower, but it is not very natural; an analogy perhaps is using
Modula-2 co-routines to represent parallelism.
The emergence of event-orientation (EO) as a follow-on to object-
orientation has started to shift views about the role of concurrency in
thinking about programs, however.  Instead of asking when threads should
be introduced to make things clearer, the question is rather when non-
concurrency is needed.  Objects can be assumed to execute in parallel,
behaving as event-transformers (in much the way that functions are
value-transformers, or assignments are understood as state-transformers
in denotational semantics).  This alters the approach to exception-handling,
both in terms of structure (since the hierarchy is no longer automatically
part of the program) and in terms of behaviour (since viewing exceptions
as interactions between concurrent objects leads to different expectations
about what kinds of behaviour are desirable and useful).  In particular, the
retention of state within the exception raiser can facilitate continuations
dependent on that state; and the lack of automatic authority on the part of a
parent object towards its children increases the need for such authority to
be made explicit, when it is needed.  These issues have arisen in the past
when dealing with persistent objects; it is hoped that looking at them again
in a slightly different context might yield new insights into how they
should be resolved.
This paper begins in Section 2 with a look at the currently popular
semantics of exceptions, together with the related notions of events and
interrupts.  Section 3 is concerned with the nature of static eventflow, in
the sense of software architectures whose flowgraphs do not change, and
how exceptions can be incorporated into this.  The extension to dynamic
eventflow, where links between objects are created and destroyed, is
considered in Section 4.  The final section conconcludes and looks at
possible further work.
2 Exceptions, Events and Interrupts
One place to start looking at exceptions is in C++.  As Stroustrup says [11],
"The fundamental idea is that a function that finds a problem that it cannot
cope with t h r o w s  an exception, hoping that its (direct or indirect) caller
can handle the problem.  A function that wants to handle that kind of
problem can indicate that it is willing to c a t c h  that exception."  He then
goes into more details of what this entails in C++; an exception is declared as
a class in the public interface of the class which is to throw the exception.
An exception is thrown by naming its class within a given method.  An
exception is caught by specifying its type (the class), but what is thrown is
not a type but an object of that class.  Thus, the handlers, as specified in
"catch" clauses following a "try" clause, can obtain and use information in
the thrown object.
It is suggested that handlers be used to (i) fix something and retry
whatever caused the problem;  (ii) calculate and return a result, "fixing"
the problem; (iii) pass the bug by throwing it "upwards"; (iv) turn it into
some other kind of exception; (v) do a fix-up and carry on with whatever
ws going to happen after the try; or (vi) give up altogether and terminate a
program.  It is noted that (in C++) handlers cannot cope with providing a
5function for the throwing routine to execute, or for dealing with
supposedly "asynchronous" exceptions such as keyboard interrupts.
Indeed, Stroustrup finishes his discussion by saying:  "Error handling
should be - as far as possible - strictly hierarchical.  If a function detects a
run-time error it should not ask its caller for help with recovery or
resource acquisit ion; such requests set up cycles in the system
dependencies, and that makes the program hard to understand and
introduces the possibility of infinite loops in the error-handling and
recovery code."
One point to be made at this stage is that the "cycles in system
dependencies" can be understood as ordinary recursion, with functions
calling new copies of themselves.  This depends largely on an
implementation-oriented view of adding activation records to a stack
whenever control is transferred, unless it is transferred "back" to where it
came from (so that records can be removed from the stack).  This view
shifts (or even evaporates) when the objects are seen to persist (i.e. live
parallel lives), and the "calls" are understood to be messages that they send
to one another.  Rather than getting deeper and deeper into mutually
recursive invocations, objects are seen to be engaged in an equal-level
interactive protocol.  It is true that the termination of that protocol depends
on the monotonic reduction of some parameter to a base case, in exactly the
way that ordinary recursions are grounded.  However, this is different
from increasing depth, which has potentially severe resource implications.
Another related point is that, as with C++ as a whole, execution is
envisaged as sequential.  There is no possibility of exceptions being
messages passed between concurrent  threads or  between dist inct
processors, and so questions of persistence of state as an exception is being
thrown are not considered.  This is related to the rejection of dealing with
interrupts, since interrupts may be understood as (high-priority) messages
between concurrent objects.
Java [10] has a view of exceptions very similar to that of C++ (which is not
surprising, since Java was effectively created as a simplified version of
C++).  As noted in the specification [3], "An exception is said to be t h r o w n
from the point where it occurred and is said to be c a u g h t  at the point to
which control is transferred."  However, since Java has threads built into it
in a way that C++ does not, concurrency is necessarily involved.  There are
"synchronous" exceptions, which occur "as a result of an action by the
thread in which they occur, and at a point in the Java program that is
specified to possibly result in such an exception";  and "asynchronous"
exceptions, that "can potentially occur at any point in the execution of a
Java program".  Within a thread, however, everything behaves as it would
in C++, by passing exceptions "up" the hierarchy; and if an exception is not
caught within a thread, then it is passed to the parent of that thread, and so
on.  Thus, the main difference between C++ and Java is the explicit mention
of moving up through parents of threads when trying to find a catch
h a n d l e r .
However, Java not only has exceptions; it also has events [9], and these are
handled very differently.  Events were introduced to deal with low-level
hardware interrupts along the lines of mouse operations, but the general
principle is that a specific method of an object (called "action") can be
invoked by various events, which pass to it both the nature of the event,
and additional information encapsulated in an object.  The action method
then determines what kind of event occurred via if-elses, and indicates the
behaviour to be taken.  [The event model within Java has changed over the
past couple of years, but this summary is not too far out of date.]  The point
here is that even when allowing for concurrent threads, the behaviour of a
given event is described in terms of passing control to an object, which
reacts and then becomes passive once again.  The idea of control being
6passed from one place to another and back is still embedded in the
underlying assumptions of the language.
Declarative languages have been augmented with exception handling
facilities in an attempt to make them more generally useful and "industrial
strength".  A leading modern functional language, Haskell [5,8,12], has an
error datatype which is a monad.  This basically means that a family of
types are collected together under a polymorphic type constructor with two
functions, "return" and ">>=".  The details are not worth going into further;
the point is that there is an exception handling function called "catch",
which takes two arguments: one is an expression to be evaluated, and the
other is an exception-handling function.  If the expression is normal and
no error is returned, that is the result of the catch function.  However, if an
error is returned, i.e. an exception was raised, this is given as an argument
to the exception-handling function; and the result of the catch is the result
of exception-handler applied to the error value.  There is a function "try"
defined using catch, and a function "bracket" defined using try; the Haskell
report says in its description of the IO module [6], "The bracket function
captures a common allocate, compute, deallocate idiom in which the
deallocation step must occur even in the case of an error during
computation. This is similar to try-catch-finally in Java."  A user may
explicitly raise an exception using a function "fail"; this allows trapped
exceptions to be passed upwards if the fail is present in the exception-
h a n d l e r .
Following the same theme, ISO Prolog [1] has catch and throw relations.
The catch/3 relation tries its first argument in the usual way.  If at any
time there is a call to throw/1, and the argument of the throw matches the
second argument of the catch, then the third argument of the catch is tried.
That is, the second argument is the kind of error being thrown, and the
third argument describes what is to be done in the case of that error
arising.  Errors contain both values indicating the kind of error, e.g.
instantiation_error, and extra information that is up to the implementor.
The ECLiPSe system [2] is "a Prolog based system whose aim is to serve as a
platform for integrating various Logic Programming extensions, in
particular Constraint Logic Programming (CLP)".  It has a mechanism for
specifying parallel evaluation of goals, which can be implemented in
parallel when it is configured to run on more than one machine.  Its
approach to dealing with errors is slightly different to that of ISO Prolog;
errors are considered to be a special case of events.  A given type of error is
bound to an error-handler via the predicate set_event_handler/2, which
takes an error and the desired handler as arguments.  If an error occurs,
e.g. through the predicate error/2, then the handler is evaluated.  This is
different from any of the above handling structures since it is "flat"; there
is no notion here of being able to trap some errors while passing others
"upwards".  However, ECLiPSe also has a predicate block/3 which lets this
kind of structure be defined.  The first argument to block is a goal to be
evaluated, and the second is a tag; if there is a call to exitblock/1 within the
goal, with a tag matching that of the block, then the goal is abandoned and
the third parameter is evaluated.  When combined with event handlers, this
gives the same kind of feel as that of the exception handlers of C++, Java,
and Haskell.
ECLiPSe also has a way of defining interrupt handlers, where interrupts
are "asynchronous" signals generated from outside the program, e.g. by the
operating system.  Interrupts are bound to interrupt handlers via
set_interrupt_handler/2, in a way analogous to the events described above.
When an interrupt occurs, the current evaluation is suspended, the
interrupt dealt with, and then the suspended evaluation is resumed.  If
there are no side effects to dealing with the interrupt, it is invisible to the
evaluation that has been suspended; however, there may be side effects,
7and exitblock may be called, causing an escape from the given block.
Interrupts may also be converted to events and then dealt with through
event handlers.
The above descriptions outline how people think about exceptions across a
number of programming paradigms, declarative and object-oriented, with
and without concurrency.  Not surprisingly, there is considerable
similarity in all of these, despite other differences in the way programs are
understood.  In particular, the notion of an execution/evaluation hierarchy
is shared, with exceptions seen as shortcuts going up from deeper levels
towards the top, without requiring all the intermediate levels to explicitly
pay attention to them.  It is this notion of height and depth that is
questioned in the following description of eventflow.
3 Stat ic  Eventf low
Static eventflow is based on the idea that a program is a piece of software
architecture, analogous to hardware architecture.  There is a fixed
structure,  determined by the definitions within the program; and
evaluation consists of events causing other events, which cause other
events, and so on.  The entities responsible for the causal relationships
among events are objects; and all objects are concurrent, in the sense of
each being able to act independently of any other object, and none having
to wait (conceptually) for any others.  [An implementation might time-slice
processor-time among a number of objects, but that is no more a part of the
event-based computational model than the use of registers is part of the
functional model.]
Eventflow is derived from a re-interpretation of dataflow as applied to
functions and relations.  The basic idea of dataflow is that values flow from
one object to another, and that the objects are value transformers.  For
instance, a recursive mergeSort object contains four component objects: a
partition, which divides its argument list in half; two recursive mergeSorts,
each of which sorts its sublist; and a merge, which merges the sorted
sublists into a sorted whole.  The base cases for mergeSort, which act on
lists of length 0 or 1, are simply identity operators.  In Haskell, this could be
described by
mergeSort [] = []
mergeSort [x] = [x]
mergeSort xs = merge (mergeSort x1s) (mergeSort x2s)
  where (x1s, x2s) = partition xs
while in Prolog the equivalent is
mergeSort( [], []).
mergeSort( [X], [X]).
mergeSort( Xs, Ys) :-
  partition( Xs, X1s, X2s),
  mergeSort( X1s, Y1s), mergeSort( X2s, Y2s),
  merge( Y1s, Y2s, Ys).
In each case, the idea is that once a value has been instantiated for the
argument, pattern-matching determines which case is selected.  If the list
has length greater than 1, the third case is chosen, and xs/Xs is given a
value.  The data flows through the partition operation into the x1s/X1s and
x2s/X2s, these flow into the recursive mergeSorts, and the results flow
through the merge to yield the overall result.
If this is to be viewed as having a static structure, then the recursive
patterns have infinite depth.  Of course, it is not represented as an infinite
8structure within an implementation; the trick of lazy instantiation is
employed, whereby only as many copies of the mergeSort are created as are
needed to yield the final result.  This is analogous to lazy evaluation,
whereby an infinite list (for example) can be represented in Haskell, and
only as much of the list is evaluated as is needed to produce the desired
a n s w e r .
The first step in moving from dataflow to eventflow is to view each
component as concurrent; the partition object acts in parallel with the two
mergeSort objects and the merge object.  That is, a recursive mergeSort
contains four concurrent sub-threads, one for each of the components.
The overall mergeSort is responsible for "moving" data from its input
parameters to those of the components, and from the outputs of the
components to the inputs of other components and to the overall output
parameters.  Meanwhile, each component is responsible for moving data
from its inputs to its outputs.  [There are questions of priorities and
scheduling that have to be addressed when inplementing this on a machine
with few processors, but these do not affect the high-level view of what is
going on.]
The second step is to move away from viewing pattern-matching as done
by magic, or at an inaccessible level of abstraction.  Any given definition
of a pattern can be viewed as an independent and active process, that tries
to evaluate any clause that comes its way.  Instead of trying clauses one at a
time, as happens in both Haskell and Prolog, they are all tried in parallel.
Various parallel Prologs (e.g. Parlog [4]) allow for both AND-parallelism
(i.e. components being independent threads) and parallel matching; these
ideas are not new.  However, one less-common feature is the idea that while
concurrent execution is going on, the program is in a superposition of
states, where these are the different alternatives that are being explored.
Whenever a failure arises, its corresponding state drops out of the
superposition; and whenever an "observable" behaviour occurs, all those
states incompatible with that behaviour also drop out.  In the (all too often
abused) terminology of quantum mechanics, the wave state collapses.
The third and final step in moving to eventflow is to view interactions of
components as events.  In dataflow, objects are viewed as value
transformers: given input values, they produce output values.  In
eventflow, they are given input events (which are often transitions to
particular values) and produce output events (which are also often
transitions to particular values).  The reason this makes such an important
difference is that it forces people to reason about objects in terms of time,
and the effects of constructing and moving links.
For example, there are several different K-combinators.  [The K
combinator takes two arguments and returns one of them; it can be written
l x . l y.x.]  When a K object is created and begins its life as an event
transformer, there may be nothing attached to either of its inputs.  [It is
possible to links created at the same time as the object, but this is not always
going to be the case.]  Since there are no input values, the output is not
going to have a value (or, equivalently, it will have a special value
indicating that there are no inputs related to it).  If a link is then attached
to its first parameter (associated with x), there are two choices: that value
may not be passed to the output, because the second parameter still has no
value, or it may be, because the second parameter is not needed to
determine the result.  That is, the combinator can be strict with respect to
its second input or not.  ["Strict" means that if an object has an input that is
a particular kind of value, then any output must also be that kind of value.]
Once the second parameter is given a value, of course, the two combinators
return the same result, and the difference in behaviour vanishes; it is the
intermediate behaviour that distinguishes them.
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strictness becomes relevant.  Suppose a retract (an identity operator over a
limited domain) is defined which accepts only integers.  When it is given
no argument, its output has that value associated with an absence of inputs.
If a link is created to its input which carries the value 3, then the object
sees a transition to the value 3 at its input, and it duly passes that value to its
output.  However, if a link is created to its input carrying the value "a", an
error value might be passed to its output, indicating that it was given an
input not within the acceptable range of values.  That is, the transition in
inputs (from no value, or a default indicating absence of links, to "a") can
cause a transition in outputs (from indicating no input to indicating an
unacceptable input).
Now suppose that the output of the integer retract is linked to the second
input of the K combinator.  The decision has to be made as to whether the
combinator is strict with respect to error values on its second input or not.
If there is no first input value but an error at the second input, it might or
might not return an error.  If there is a first input value and an error at
the second input, it might or might not return an error.  Even worse, if
there is an error at the first input and an error at the second, it might
return the first error, the second error, or a new error combining those of
its arguments in some way.  These are all legitimate possibilities; and even
if defaults are set up to cope with common preferences, there may be good
reasons to over-ride those defaults upon occasion; the programmer has to
be given the opportunity to make choices, rather than the language
making a once and for all decision.
[It should be noted that all this is termed "static" eventflow because the
program itself does not change structure.  The changes in links described
above involve connecting the program to its environment.  It is assumed
that the program is constructed when it is edited, and that a call to the
program consists of giving it arguments, i.e. linking its inputs with values.
The contrast is with dynamic eventflow, in which the program structure
itself may be altered.]
So far, the discussion has dealt with function-like objects, where values
are produced only at output interfaces.  If we assume that most objects are
strict with respect to error values, then an exception handler would be an
object that is not strict in this way; when given a particular kind of error
value as an input, it catches it and causes the evaluation of some other
structure of components, which describe what should be done in the
presence of that error.  An implementation could mark the various
components as strict or non-strict with respect to errors, and optimize by
"jumping" an error over all the following strict objects to the next non-
strict one.  This corresponds in some sense to the usual throw-catch
interpretation as described in the previous section, though instead of
errors going "upwards" they are going "afterwards", i.e. downstream in the
eventflow graph.  However, the proposal here is that exceptions also be
able to go "sideways".
Once the idea is absorbed that all components of an object are themselves
independent, concurrent objects that communicate by events, then the
"catch" object that receives and deals with exceptions can take on a
different nature.  It is no longer above the object that has the possibility of
throwing an exception; it is beside it, waiting for a message.  If no
exception is raised, then the main object succeeds and the exception
handler is left unused; i.e. the process receives no events, so it generates
none.  However, if the main object throws an exception, that consists of
sending a message (producing an event) that the exception handler sees
and responds to.  The response can take a number of forms, just as ordinary
exception handlers can act in a variety of ways.  However, the significant
difference is that the handler can send a message back to the object that
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raised the exception.  Just because an exception event is created, does not
mean that the object creating that event has to die.  The advantage of
viewing things in this way is that there can be a considerable amount of
information within the object that raises the exception, and automatically
assuming that the object vanishes requires either that that information be
considered lost, or that it has to be passed out via the exception and
(possibly) reconstructed by rebuilding the objects that led to the exception
once again.  An example is when there is an error reading a disk, and the
appropriate action is to try reading it again (for a finite number of times).
The disk-reading object raises the exception that an error was found; but
there is no need to destroy that object and recreate it when trying to read
the disk again.  Rather, the exception handler can keep track of how many
times the error occurs, telling the reader to try again (and again) until the
maximum count is exceeded.  At that point, the handler can tell the reader
to give up and throw a different kind of exception, one which indicates that
the disk is considered to be unreadable.
Since state information can be kept within the object that throws the
exception, as well as the object that is entrusted with the ability to deal with
it, the amount of information that must be passed when an exception is
generated is considerably reduced; the interface is "thinned" between the
exception handler and the object that it handles.  This aspect of making
information more local and less accessible to the outside world is exactly
what led to the perceived desirability of objects in the first place; but it is
only when objects are viewed as concurrent that it applies to exceptions
wel l .
Within this eventflow model, data is pushed from the object that produces
it to those objects that receive it.  When there are explicit links between two
components, one approach is that the parent containing the components is
responsible for moving the producer-generated output event to the input
event needed by any consumers.  Another view is that the producer can
"see" the objects that are linked to it, and so can push events towards them.
The advantage of the latter approach is that it "feels" more distributed;
there is less need for a hierarchy of responsibilities, with a parent looking
after its children.  The disadvantage is that objects need to know about
objects are downstream from them; they have responsibilities beyond that
of merely converting input events to output events.  One resolution of this
difficulty is to see it as a false dichotomy, by looking at the notion of
"location" a bit more closely.
When an event occurs, it happens at a particular place.  [This place may
be a point or a region; the precise boundaries of a given place are not
important here.]  If two objects are linked such that the output place of one
is the same as the input place of another, i.e. they share that location, then
the producer does not need to know anything about the consumer, and no
parental intervention is required; the consumer sees any generated event
directly.  However, if the given locations are not the same, then the link
between the objects moves through space; and the link itself should be
viewed as an object which translates its inputs to its outputs.  It does not
affect the nature of the events it moves from one place to another; it is an
identity operator as far as the value transitions of those events are
concerned.  However, it is responsible for the transfer of the events.
The relevance of this to exception handling has to do with the way that an
exception thrown by one object is caught by the appropriate handler.  In
Prolog etc., the thrower has no idea where the catcher might be; the way
exceptions are caught is effectively by pattern-matching on the contents
of the exception.  If its structure is appropriate and it contains the right
values, or if (in Haskell) a function applied it returns true, then it is caught
and dealt with.  The thrower then knows nothing about locations, but it does
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know about the appropriate values to construct when creating the
excep t ion .
However, knowing about a given value (that can be inserted into an
exception) can be given a different interpretation.  Values can be
considered names of locations, or references to them.  Knowing that the
value instantiation_error should be put into an exception can be
understood as knowing that there is an address called instantiation_error to
which the exception should be sent, where it can be dealt with
appropriately.  [Indeed, all values can be considered to be names of
locations, and all comparisons and operations over values relations among
the corresponding locations.  But this rather topological view of
programming is not directly relevant here, and so is not pursued further.]
The exception catcher is an object which has the given location as an input
(or, equivalently, is linked to it via some intermediary object).  The event
thrower generates an event in that space as an output; if the possibility of a
return message is desired, it can include in that event a reference to its
own location, or at least that of one of its input interfaces.  The question of
scope can arise, i.e. whether an object "between" the thrower and catcher
can see the location associated with the exception.  That depends on
whether name spaces are seen to be hierarchical and/or monotonic, which
is yet another language design decision.  Whichever way it is resolved
should not cause significant problems in understanding the way exceptions
are dealt with, however.
4 Dynamic  Eventf low
The translation of dataflow to eventflow (i.e. the reinterpretation of value
transformers as transition transformers) as described above is adequate for
a large number of programs.  However, people find it desirable to write
more sophisticated and flexible programs, in which objects do not merely
exist and react, but also change themselves in response to various stimuli.
For instance, when a stack (that perennial favourite example) is given a
new value, it has to be able to remember any old values, so as to redisplay
them when the new value is popped; it has to contain state information.
The usual way to understand this is to have the stack contain programming
va r i ab l e s .
A programming variable is an identity mapping, from an input to an
output, which only transmits particular kinds of events.  When an input
event consists of a transition to a particular kind of value, e.g. a number,
that transition is propagated to the output, and that number is then
displayed.  However, when an input event consists of breaking a link to
that input, causing the input to have no value (or a value representing this
state of affairs), that event is not propagated; the output continues to
display the value it had before.  This selective passing of events yields the
behaviour we traditionally associate with a variable: it "remembers" the
last value it is given.  Whether a variable should be strict with respect to
error values can be decided either way, and should probably be left up to
the programmer.  A variable can be "typed" by putting a retract for the
given value domain in front of its input; if a value of that domain is offered,
it passes through the retract to the variable, while if a value not in the
domain is offered, the retract returns an error value (which may or may
not be passed through the variable).
Within a program, a variable is given a value by creating a connection
from the output of some object to the input of that variable.  That is, the
program describes and causes the construction of the link, a value is passed
to the variable, and the link is then broken.  This is what makes this
extension of eventflow dynamic: the object graph described by the
program keeps changing, with links being constructed, shifted and
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destroyed, and with objects themselves being created, modified and deleted.
In order to make the program (relatively) easy to understand and reason
about, restrictions are often imposed on the kinds of changes which can be
described; but these restrictions are only a matter of convenience.
A particularly common of link creation and modification is called the
assignment, consisting of four distinct steps.  The first is the construction
of an expression graph, which runs from values and variables through
operators to a temporary intermediate variable, introduced to hold the
result of evaluating the expression.  Next, the expression graph is broken;
its links are destroyed, and (in many implementations) the operator objects
are deleted.  Third, a link is built from the temporary variable holding the
result of the expression to the input of a target variable; and finally that
link is destroyed (and the temporary may or may not be deleted).  A
multiple assignment simply constructs a number of expression graphs,
leading to more than one temporary; and these are then linked to the
appropriate number of variables in the third step.  The reason for the
introduction of a temporary (or temporaries) in the middle of the
assignment is to ensure that eventflow loops are not constructed.  For
instance, if a variable is to be incremented and a temporary is not present,
there is no guarantee that the new, incremented value would not pass
through the variable to be incremented again and passed back to the
variable before the links of the graph could be destroyed.
In an assignment, a value is obtained from a variable by connecting its
output to some other input.  That is, data is being "pulled" from the variable
by the created link.  This has a different "feel" from static eventflow, where
links are already present and have the responsibility of continually
transmitting events, i.e. "pushing" values along, although values are
indeed "pushed" from the temporaries to the target variables.  This is
because the focus of attention is on the intermediates; they tie the
expression graph to the targets, so they feel central to the overall dynamic
structure.  When there are two or more stages of intermediates, or when a
graph is dynamically created that does not require the use of temporaries
(which can arise with point-to-point multimedia streams across a network,
for instance), there is less of a feel of a single focus.  The only pull arises
when a link is connected to the source; after that, everything is pushed
along in the usual static eventflow manner.
When links are created leading to the inputs of objects in a highly
concurrent system, the question of multiple inputs arises.  In a dataflow
system, the simultaneous existence of two different input values leads to
difficulties.  One can declare the actual input value to be undefined, or they
can be superposed, but there are problems with both of these.  Eventflow is
simpler in that an event produced by one link is different from an event
produced by another, and it does not matter whether the events result in
the same value or not.,  Two sequences of events can just be interleaved,
with the object they lead to processing each event as it occurs.  If the time
domain is continuous, and events are instantaneous, then simultaneous
events never happen; the chance of two independently generated points
having the same real number value is infinitesimal.  However, if time is
discrete, or events have duration, then interference can occur.  For now,
this problem will be ignored; it will be assumed that the underlying
implementation can prevent such a situation from arising.
Additional refinements are needed to turn dynamic eventflow, as outlined
above, into a fully-fledged and flexible programming model.  It should be
possible for objects to change their shape in the sense of creating and
destroying interfaces and internal objects, as well as just links.  [For
example, one approach to designing a stack is to say that initially, it only
has a "push" interface; no link can be attached to its "top" output until a
value has been pushed, because the output interface does not exist.  Thus,
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an attempt to access the current value of the stack would yield an "interface
not found" error message, rather than the "value undefined" message that
might arise if the interface were there but with an undefined value.]
There should also be a way of structuring events, of combining them into
atomic actions such that they can be distributed across different locations
and reasoned about as units (with some dependability measure to indicate
the likelihood that they behave correctly).  Finally, the notion of object
references needs to be made more precise than is done here.  It should be
possible for one object to introduce two other objects to each other, e.g. by
constructing a link between them, such that their further communication
depends in no way upon the object that originally performed the
introduction.  However, the fine detailes of these things do not directly
affect the treatment of exceptions, so they are not pursued further here.
What is relevant to exception handling is the kinds of dynamic changes
that can be made to the exception-handling structure as a program runs.
In static eventflow, the thrower of an exception knows a value which can
be interpreted as indicating a location, and that is used to pass information
to the exception handler.  Since a given exception may be thrown from a
number of different places, each of them has an implicit link to the
location associated with that location; and if information is to be passed
back to the thrower, e.g. of the form "retry" or "give up and throw a fatal
error", there is an implicit link from the catcher going to each of the
throwers.  [In order to prevent one thrower from picking up a message
intended for another one, each thrower might have a unique id which gets
sent to the catcher, and which the catcher can include in its responses.
Then, a thrower can ignore all messages that do not include its id.]
However, this leads to a great many links always being present, just in case
an exception is needed.  If links can be dynamically created, then there is
no need to keep them there all the time.  Rather, the potential for a link is
always there, in the sense that the thrower knows where it should connect
a link to in the case of an exception; but it does not "physically" exist until
it is needed.
Moreover, if an exception handler has to keep information about any
given thrower, e.g. counting the number of retries, it can spawn a child
object to hold that information without cluttering up its own internal state.
Then, it can introduce the child to the thrower, and they can proceed with
any recovery dialogue without bothering the main handler any further.
When that dialogue ends, the child handler can vanish, or it can be kept in
a queue of children, ready to help with any other exceptions that arise.
[These two alternatives are conceptually equivalent at one level.  However,
there may be perceived resource implications in keeping an object around
waiting for another use, on the one hand, or in killing it off only to
(possibly) recreate a duplicate at a later time when it is needed.]
If objects are allowed to migrate and change their locations by passing
through links, either by modelling them as moving, or by creating copies
at the far ends of links and killing off the source objects, this can have
resource implications in a distributed environment.  It allows a child
handler as described above to move over to where an exception is thrown,
which can make communication between the thrower and handler much
cheaper than it would otherwise be (since links between machines tend to
be more expensive and unreliable than links within machines).
Finally, if objects can be dynamically created and destroyed, it is possible
to give an exception handler the power to kill off the object containing an
activated thrower.  This behaviour corresponds to that of a functional
language where objects are strict with respect to errors; the error is "fast-
forwarded" out to the layer of the catcher, and the remainder of the
expression that contained the error is ignored, never to be used again
(though other copies of that expression may be created).  However, giving
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an exception handler the power to kill off a neighbouring object carries
potential dangers.  If one object can kill off another one, then a rogue
object might rampage about in an uncontrolled manner; and in a
distributed, open environment, there can be no guarantees that such
objects will not be introduced, either by accident or maliciously.  This
means that the handler has to have the authority (or license) to kill.  This,
however, requires a security model with authetication procedures and
encryption used along untrusted links.  Putting such a system in place has
heavy performance implications, so there need to be firewalls within
which communication is considered to be "well-behaved",  so as to reduce
the need for the heavy-weight security apparatus required.
5 Conclusions and Further Work
The transformation of  dataf low to eventf low, with widespread
concurrency and communication via events, leads to a view of exception
handling in which the handler is beside rather than above the object
containing an exception thrower.  This means that the throwing object
need not terminate, returning the exception value/object to the catcher;
rather, they can engage in a dialogue, with state information local to the
thrower kept there rather than passed en masse to the catcher, while the
handler keeps the information it needs to guide the thrower's actions.
Extending eventflow to include dynamic modification of the structure and
inter-relationships of objects increases the options available to an
exception-handling system.  The thrower only needs to create a link to the
catcher when an exception is found; the catcher does not have to deal with
the exception itself, but instead can create a handler and delegate
responsibility for the exception to it; the handler can move to be closer to
the site of the exception, and so be able to respond more quickly in any
ensuing dialogue; and it can also be given the authority to kill off the
object that threw the exception, at some level.  However, this added
flexibility comes at the cost of raising security issues.
One issue that was not really touched on is what to do about exceptions
that arise when streaming multimedia data, e.g. in the presence of noise.
Trying to recover from a given error while maintaining the stream, and
inserting the "fix" at the appropriate point in the stream can be very
difficult; reasoning about this requires the notion of a continuous as well as
a discrete event; that is, events themselves can be flows.  Levels of
acceptable quality can then vary, with a certain amount of "static" being
tolerable at one time but not at another.  This might change not only
depending on the nature of the data being streamed, and its importance in
some sense; it might also depend on the recipient's tolerance, which can
vary arbitrarily.  Thus, there can be a need for a back-channel, conveying
this kind of information from the recipient to the various intermediaries in
the stream path; and this can lead to problems if the stream path itself is
dynamically moved about, as happens with wireless communications as well
as packet-switching networks.
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